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Dax's Sins is book 2 of the Sucker Punch Romance trilogy. Book 3, Dax's
Silence, is available everywhere now! I break everyone who challenges me. This
girl will be no different. Whether on the battlefield or in the cage, it makes no
difference: I always come out on top. Tiana thinks she will be the one to strip
away my defenses. But the only one stripping is her. I've got a body count that's
hundreds deep. It's what soldiers do: We take down what's in front of us. I simply
refuse to lose. But Tiana is different than anyone I've ever faced. She's tough, but
fragile. Smart, but scared. She's seen hell, too. A different kind of hell than the
bloodbaths I'm used to. I want to fight for her. To protect her from the bastards in
her past… And the devils in her head. For that to happen, she has to let me in.
She wants to refuse, to keep me at arms' length. But one way or another, I'm
going to break her down. I won't rest until I make her mine.
He'd Better Watch Out by Janelle Denison Amanda Creighton has always been
the epitome of good—until the day her inner vixen convinces her to tease the
office bad boy with a gift he can't possibly resist…. The Nights Before Christmas
by Isabel Sharpe When her Secret Santa leaves Cathy Ann Johnson barely-there
lingerie, she can't help but think the gift comes with an invitation to model it. So
she seduces Santa—the wrong Santa…. Mistletoe Madness by Jennifer LaBrecque
Tatiana Allen believes in giving her job as a restaurant critic her all. Heck, she's
even working over the holidays! So how does she end up with Cole in her
stocking?
SCHOOL FOR MEN The males of Elk Hills were clueless about how to treat
females. But in her five-week class, psychotherapist Zoey Dare vowed to
enlighten them, and the town's women would reap the benefits. Not Zoey,
though. She'd long since given up on love and settled for helping others. EVERY
CLASS HAS ITS BAD BOY Unfortunately for Zoey, hers was macho, unnervingly
attractive Cole Tyler, who steadfastly refused to change but loved to ruffle her
feathers, make her blush and generally charm her socks off. Their headstrong
tug-of-war yanked Zoey dangerously off balance—until she collided with Cole's
gorgeous chest and sexy smile.
Her sinfully sexy ex says he’s innocent. She knows better… Only in this Texas
Cattleman’s Club: Heir Apparent novel by Cat Schield. He fooled her once. It
won’t happen again. Bailing her onetime lover out of jail is Lani Li’s ticket to a
big career. The Dallas PI needs accused embezzler Asher Edmond to lead her to
a cache of missing millions—whether or not he’s innocent, like he claims. But Lani
didn’t count on pesky old passions reigniting the minute they make contact. With
suspicion and scandal swirling around them and her future on the line, Lani can’t
let the sexy playboy sweep her off her feet again. Surely he can’t fool her
twice…can he? From Harlequin Desire: Luxury, scandal, desire—welcome to the
lives of the American elite. Love triumphs in these uplifting romances, part of the
Texas Cattleman's Club: Heir Apparent series: Book 1: Back in the Texan's Bed
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by Naima Simone Book 2: At the Rancher's Pleasure by Joss Wood Book 3: Blue
Collar Billionaire by Karen Booth Book 4: The Trouble with Bad Boys by
Katherine Garbera Book 5: Texas Tough by Janice Maynard Book 6: Trapped
with the Texan by Joanne Rock Book 7: How to Catch a Bad Boy by Cat Schield
Book 8: Bidding on a Texan by Barbara Dunlop
Discovered by Charlie Chaplin in 1919, four-year-old Jackie Coogan soared to
overnight stardom for his title role in the silent masterpiece, The Kid. A string of
successes followed, including Peck's Bad Boy, Oliver Twist, and A Boy of
Flanders, earning Coogan a fortune of four million dollars. Dubbed 'The
Millionaire Kid' by the press, he later had to sue his parents in a futile attempt to
recover his squandered fortune. His later years were marked with penury and the
cruel diminishment of his childhood fame. As an adult, he found work in character
roles and gained unexpected but fleeting fame as 'Uncle Fester' in the series The
Addams Family. He continued to make guest appearances on television until his
death in 1984. In Jackie Coogan: The World's Boy King, Diana Serra Cary
reveals the little-known and even less understood private life of this famous child
star and his dysfunctional family. She looks at the highs and lows of an actor who
reached the height of fame before ten and whose subsequent career took an
inevitable fall. Cary also examines the conduct of Coogan's parents, whose
behavior served as an unfortunate model for countless others who sought fame
and fortune through their children's success. The author, a major child star (the
former Baby Peggy), employs her own hard-won insight to explore the career and
family woes of another in this fascinating account about one of the greatest child
stars of all time. Includes more than 30 photos.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Bad Boys by Dixie Browning\Ann Major\Ginna Gray released on Jul 23, 1993 is
available now for purchase.
This meticulously researched book explores the concept of fame in all its fleeting
glory and confounding inconsistency. Why do so many entertainers do so much
better financially than peers who have comparable resumes? Author Donald
Jeffries also examines a subject he is quite familiar with; the myriad of unnatural
deaths which have plagued the entertainment industry since the dawn of
Hollywood. The deaths of John Lennon, Elvis Presley, Marilyn Monroe, Natalie
Wood, and many others are scrutinized in exacting detail. Jeffries communicated
with many older entertainers during the course of researching the book, and their
perspectives are included here. On Borrowed Fame will be of great interest to
fans, celebrities, and anyone with even a cursory affinity for the world of show
business.
Flames almost killed this ex-firefighter. And the sparks he’s feeling now might
burn what’s left of his heart. Sabrina He was a charming S.O.B. when I dated
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him two years ago, but the Logan Carter who arrives at Bad@ss Builds is a
shadow of the one I knew. This Logan is surly, bitter, and scarred—evidence of
the fire he survived marked him both inside and out. Does he really not
remember me? Logan I’m upright and functioning. Isn’t that enough? I
shouldn’t even be alive. And I definitely don’t have time for the bubbly, gorgeous
woman from my past who can do better than me. No matter how much I wish I
could be the man she remembers. *Can be read as a standalone
Lucky O'Toole—Head of Customer Relations at The Babylon, premier megaresort on the Vegas Strip—thinks it's just another night in Las Vegas. But then a
magician pulls a disappearing act, right under Lucky's nose. Is it a stunt? Or
something worse? While Lucky chases leads, someone is trying to put her off the
scent. As if this wasn't enough to ruin her day, Lucky's relationship with The Big
Boss is coming to a head—past hurts can no longer be denied. Of course, she is
already on shaky emotional ground: Teddie, her live-in, has been touring with a
young and lovely pop star. Paxton Dane, former coworker and would-be suitor, is
still circling, hoping to find a chink in the armor of Lucky's resolve. And then,
there's this French chef, who is proving to be too hot to handle.... Las Vegas
expert Deborah Coonts thrills again with this third installment in her dazzling
series focused on casino "fixer" Lucky O'Toole.
Bad to the bone. Sort of. Jack Treadwell's plan is simple: hop on his Harley and
leave his boring alter ego--successful dentist from Denver--behind. He’s in the
Black Hills to experience a new reality. The grit. The heat. The full throttle energy
of a world famous motorcycle rally. Until his great adventure takes a crazy turn
after he gets a temporary tattoo from single mom Katherine Robinson. Third
time’s the charm. Or not. With two sons and two divorces on her plate, Kat
Robinson doesn’t trust love-at-first-sight any further than she could throw the
handsome RUB--rich urban biker—in her bar. But the money he pays her to play
tourist guide on the back of his Harley will cover the rent after the wannabe bad
boy is long gone. Like a dream. A crazy, sexy dream with lasting repercussions.
Black Hills Bad Boy is Book 3 in the 10-book Black Hills Rendezvous series. If
you’re a fan of connected stories with complex, three-dimensional characters
facing compelling challenges, you won’t want to miss this contemporary series
set in the Black Hills of South Dakota from Debra Salonen—past winner of
Romantic Times Reviewer's Career Achievement "Series Storyteller of the Year"
award. THE BLACK HILLS RENDEZVOUS series: BOOK #1: BLACK HILLS
BABY - His sperm for a share in her gold mine? What could possibly go wrong?
Hollywood heartthrob Cooper Lindstrom needs money to get his late mother's
homicidal bookie off his back. Black Hills postmaster Libby McGannon has a
trade in mind: Cooper's sperm in return for a share in her family's gold mine. Both
wind up with more than they bargained for. BOOK #2: BLACK HILLS
BILLIONAIRE - What if his $$ isn’t enough to save his first--his only--love?
Success can hide a multitude of secrets, but when Hollywood's "wunderkind"
producer/director Shane Reynard agrees to set Cooper Lindstrom's new TV
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sitcom in the Black Hills he knows he’s risking more than a boatload of
money--especially when he meets a girl from his past: Jenna Murphy. A girl who
has every reason to hate him. BOOK #3: BLACK HILLS BAD BOY - Bad to the
bone...in his dreams. Jack Treadwell's plan is simple: hop on his Harley and
experience life. The grit. The heat. The passion of the biggest motorcycle rally in
the Black Hills. Life can't get any better—or stranger...until he meets single mom
Katherine Robinson. BOOK #4: BLACK HILLS BACHELOR - A miner and a
Hollywood princess? That sort of make-believe only happens in the movies.
Single by choice. That's what Mac McGannon tells himself. With both feet firmly
on the ground--or in his family's gold mine beneath terra firma--Mac has no time
for the "Hollywood types" that have invaded his hometown of Sentinel Pass. But
try telling that to his little daughter who believes Morgana Carlyle is a real life
princess sent to be her new mommy. BOOK #5: BLACK HILLS NATIVE SON - A
journey of discovery brings him the son he never knew, and the woman he was
meant to love. Eli Robideaux’s vision quest takes him down a road he never
wanted to walk—to the past. His mistakes—even the ones he made for the right
reasons—have come back to haunt him. He doesn’t understand why, but
stumbling across Char Jones feels like grabbing on to a lifeline that might keep
him from falling into the bone-deep despair that had been his father’s ruin.
BOOK #6: BLACK HILLS OUTCAST - Hiding out from life worked just fine…until
he met Rachel. Ask anyone in Sentinel Pass. They’ll confirm: Rufus Miller is an
enigma. An outcast. A mystery man content to live and work in his Black Hills
cabin with little or no contact with people. Where’d he come from? What’s his
story? What’s a Dream House? Those answers are pure speculation...until
marketing guru Rachel Grey shows up with plans to make Rufus’s art the next
big thing. BOOK #7: BLACK HILLS WHITE KNIGHT - A white knight? Hardly. His
suit is Armani--not armor. A-list agent William Hughes leaves high drama to his
Hollywood A-list friends and clients. There’s only room for one crusader in the
family and that role falls to his saintly mother, a doctor who has devoted her life
to the children of the world…seeming to forget she has a son of her own. But
when asked to fly Daria Fontina and her two daughters to a safe house in the
Black Hills, William doesn’t hesitate. BOOK #8: BLACK HILLS RANCHER Picking the right twin to be a role model for his daughter should be easy--not
dangerous. A stunt-woman? Cade Garrity’s new short-term tenant risks life and
limb for a living? Oh, hell, no. The Black Hills rancher is a single dad with an
impressionable young daughter who’s recently expressed an interest in bull
riding. But when Jessie Bouchard drops out of the sky into his arms, he realizes
he can’t let her go. BOOK #9: BLACK HILLS STRANGER - He’s no stranger to
her. He’s her dream lover and worst nightmare combined. Jonas Galloway has a
lot of nerve asking for help from Remy Bouchard—his high school sweetheart
whose heart he broke after a terrible lie destroyed their hopes for a future
together. But his seven-year old daughter, Birdie, has disappeared and Remy is
the only one he trusts to find her—after all, Remy’s unique abilities saved his life
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when he was a child. BOOK #10: BLACK HILLS LEGACY - Nothing like an
unconscious doppelgänger to ruin a perfectly good day at the Mystery Spot.
Robyn Craine, new owner of The Mystery Spot, has big plans for the Sentinel
Pass tourist attraction, and she gambled her surprise inheritance--a gift from
billionaire Harold Hopewell that Robyn’s late mother chose to keep secret--to
buy the adjoining piece of property to turn her business into a year-round travel
venue. Robyn doesn’t have time to fall for Liam Temple, a handsome actor
whose father is ready to go to war over Robyn’s land.
When a hunky contractor, who has a reputation for conning the ladies, turns up
dead, Skye Denison, deciding that even bad boys deserve justice, sets out to find
the killer while dealing with an overly amorous police chief, a dodgy brother, and
a haunted house. Original.
From the bestselling author of Welcome to Forever (“Full of heart and emotion!”—Lori
Wilde) comes a sweet, sexy novel about breaking all the rules. In Seaside, North
Carolina, the boys on the base are heroes—but that doesn’t mean they’re always wellbehaved. As a preacher’s daughter, Valerie Hunt only dates the very respectable, very
boring men who meet her father’s strict standards. In private, however, she leads a
double life as a romance writer of steamy stories about the least respectable sorts of
men. Valerie has always kept her hottest fantasies separate from her real life, but when
she nearly runs a hot-blooded biker off the road, the lines begin to blur. Even though
Valerie almost killed him, Griffin Black can’t be angry after he learns the reason for her
distracted driving: an unruly puppy belonging to her ailing friend. As a member of the
military police K-9 unit, Griffin insists on training the dog himself. But he soon wonders
how he’s ever going to stay disciplined around the most alluring, down-to-earth, and
totally unattainable woman he’s ever met. Valerie is the ultimate good girl. And Griffin
is going to need all his old tricks to unleash her wild side. Praise for Welcoming the Bad
Boy “Hot and sweet and adorable and steamy and sexy all at the same time . . . This
story captured my heart and left me enamored.”—Books and Spoons Blog “A wonderful
series that will have you swoon, laugh, maybe even shed a tear or two at some points,
and warm your heart all the way down to your toes (watch out for a bit of heat here and
there, too!). . . . The men of Seaside will sweep you off your feet.”—Roberta’s Dream
World “Readers (and dog lovers!) who like their romance on the sweet and light side
will love this one.”—Girl Plus Books “The read was light, fast, sweet, and hit the
spot.”—The Book Junkie “With Welcoming the Bad Boy, you are getting a lot more than
a bad boy romance or even a military romance. . . . I love absolutely everything about
this book.”—Cara’s Book Boudoir “Enjoy the fun and try not to fall for Griffin . . . it
appears he’s already taken.”—Reviews from the Heart Includes an excerpt from
another Loveswept title.
From the Newbery Award-winning author of Across Five Aprils and Up a Road Slowly
comes a tale of a brave young man’s struggle to find his own strength during the Great
Depression. “A powerfully moving story.”—Chicago Daily News In 1932, American's
dreams were simple: a job, food to eat, a place to sleep, and shoes without holes. But
for millions of people these simple needs were nothing more than dreams. At fifteen
years of age, Josh has to make his own way through a country of angry and frightened
people. This is the story of a young man’s struggle to find a life for himself in the most
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turbulent of times.
No PromisesA Bad Boy Billionaire RomanceBlessings For All SC
Not All Scars Heal For Donovan Pate, the lake town of Evergreen Cove is a minefield of
tough memories-including the day he had to let go of Sofie Martin. Years later he still
can't forget the taste of her lips and the feel of her killer curves. He knows he's too
damaged, that he should stay away for her own good. But what the head says and the
heart wants are two very different things . . . Seven years ago, Donovan broke Sofie's
heart. Now her career depends on playing nice in order to pull off the charity fund-raiser
of the decade. She vows to keep things professional . . . yet working by his side every
day doesn't make it easy to fight temptation, and it isn't long before she finds herself
falling for this bad boy all over again. But loving Donovan means helping him face his
past-so they can fight for a future together. "Jessica Lemmon is an author to keep your
eye on!" -- Katee Robert, New York Times bestselling author "Everything I love in a
romance." -- Lori Foster, 2014
There must be something between the retirement party and buying a zimmer frame. JO
CARROLL decided this was the time to revive her teenage dreams and go round the
world. So she packed her rucksack, a round-the-world ticket, and a notebook. Not
prepared, then, for being marooned on a beach in Australia with the tide rising and
nothing but cliffs behind her; nor negotiating with a gunman who wanted to marry her in
Lucknow. Let's not think about the snakes and leeches in the jungles of Malaysia. But
could anything have prepared her for the drama that brought her home? Nor the
kindness of strangers who kept her safe at that moment when she was least able to do
it for herself.
A game for the times we live – and die – in. Enter Psychotopia, a dark new dystopian
novel from the author of the acclaimed Silas Quinn mysteries. PSYCHOTOPIA, LEVEL
ONE. Create your own boutique psychopath, then deceive, manipulate and be ruthless,
spreading mayhem and destruction to reach the next levels. It’s the computer game for
our times. After all, the amount of crazy in the world is increasing. Senseless violence
on the streets is becoming the norm. Can Dr Arbus’s ground-breaking device identify
and neutralize psychopaths before it’s too late? In this increasingly dysfunctional world,
surely Callum standing by Aimee after her devastating encounter with Charlie is proof
that real love and goodness can still win in a world that’s increasingly rotten . . . Or can
it?

Don Pisano wants him dead. Luca is the finest hitman in Los Angeles. Rugged.
Rough. Bad. Hell, even the bad guys think he's bad. And now his eyes are on
Lily. The sweetheart architect who’s worked her way up the corporate ladder is
whom he craves. She's sweet, caring, and owns a smile to die for but can she
handle this bad boy on the run? Revenge is an action-packed, dirty romance
featuring explicit language. It’s only recommended for audiences 18+. Revenge
is a STANDALONE, full-length novel. No cliffhanger. Guaranteed HEA. Includes
bonus content
“Mouth-to-mouth? I don’t think so, sweetheart. My tongue has much more
interesting plans for you tonight.” It’s tourist season at Starfish Cove, but head
lifeguard Max Killian isn’t in the water. He’s on probation, relegated to policing
bonfires and beach weddings until his supervisor deems him fit for duty. No
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booze. No partying. No swimming. Hell, just about the only thing the boss didn’t
outlaw is sex. And a hot, oh-so-f*ckable bridesmaid is just what Max needs to
soothe his guilt-ridden soul… She may be standing up in her sister’s wedding, but
Haley Scott doesn’t believe in happily ever afters—not with her family's track
record. That doesn’t mean she’s not up for a little naughty fun with the right guy,
though. Like that gorgeous, tatted-up lifeguard with the panty-melting eyes and
muscles made for pinning her down… It’s a match made in one-night-stand
heaven… until Haley’s nosy Aunt Bev catches them buck naked in the lifeguard
tower, and Max introduces himself as her freaking boyfriend. Great. Turns out
faking it with Max is about as easy as pretending to like her fugly bridesmaid
dress. But when feelings deepen on both sides, can Haley open herself up to
love, or will Max’s painful secrets send her swimming for the shore? ** A sexy,
standalone novella with an HFN and no cliffhanger! ** Rescued by the Bad Boy is
part of the Bad Boys on Holiday novella series. Each book is a standalone
romance and can be read in any order.
Anoushka. Even her name sends thrills down my spine, right to my groin... I want
her, so that means I get her, right? Not this time. This time, I'm going to have to
earn the love and the trust of this gorgeous woman before she agrees to spend
time with me, agrees to be in my life and my bed. The things I want to do to that
luscious body of hers... I'll change for her. Leave behind my father's organized
crime syndicate, leave behind the terrible secret that Noosh hides from... Noosh
is my future... I just have to make sure we both have one... This is a full-length
standalone novel with a guaranteed HEA, no cliffhanger and plenty of steam.
Who Doesn't Love A Bad Boy? USA Today Bestselling author, Lexy Timms,
brings you 6 Romantic Suspense stories with bady boys and all the steam to get
your heart racing! I THINK EVERY GIRL'S DREAM IS TO FIND A BAD BOY AT
THE RIGHT TIME, WHEN HE WANTS TO NOT BE BAD ANYMORE.
EVERYONE LOVES A BADBOY has something for everyone: Mafia Romance,
Billionaire Romance, MC Biker Romance, Bad Boy Romance, Tattooist and ink,
and so much more! This first-in-a-series anthology has the first book in each
series - some with cliff hangers, some with HEAs. 6 Books in one anthology! The
Books Included In This Collection: Savage - Book 1 Darkest Night Series One
You Can't Forget - Book 1 Hades' Spawn Series Payment for Sin - Book 1 Sin
Series Facade - Book 1 Billionaire in Disguise Series About Love - Book 1 Just
About Series Confession of a Tattooist - Book 1 Tattooist Series
In this alpha-driven romance perfect for fans of Vi Keeland and S.L. Jennings, the
price of one woman’s passion is everything she holds dear Not everything
dangerous is bad. From the moment Angelina laid eyes on him, she fell into a
fantasy. Mysterious, foreign, gorgeous, Haithem offered her what she needed
most—a chance to feel again. But Haithem is much more than he appears to be.
He lives in a world of danger where everything comes at a price. For Angelina,
that price is her future. He’s ensured the life she’s left behind is in tatters. Made
her family believe she’s dead. He talks about protecting her, about keeping her
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safe, but she can’t distinguish his truth from his lies. She can’t separate her
pleasure from his betrayal. Haithem warned her. He told her he’d make her heart
race, her body come alive, and her most primal needs rush to the surface. His for
the taking. He didn’t say she’d come to love the devil who’s destroying her,
even as he keeps her prisoner. This book is approximately 74,000 words
This is book 3 and the finale of the Iron Bandits MC trilogy! Jax is the last man on
earth I want to marry. But he's the only choice I have. His brother told me long
ago to go find Jax if anything bad happened. He said Jax would help me. But
Keith failed to mention that Jax is an alcoholic son of a b*tch with a vicious
addiction to one-night stands with trashy club girls. He's not fit to protect me. And
he's sure as hell not fit to protect the baby in my arms. But I'm desperate, and I
have nowhere else to turn. I need a fake husband and a man who can protect me
from Keith's killers. So now I'm at the altar with this broken, pathetic wreck of a
man. Wearing his ink. Bearing his ring. All for my baby's sake. But Jax won't be
satisfied with marriage in name only. He wants everything that comes with it, too.
So when we get home and he tells me to strip off my veil and hike up my
wedding dress, I do what he says. Anything to make this nightmare end faster.
But then something happened, something I never expected. I started to fall for
the bastard.
GIVE IN is book 1 of the Steel Phoenix MC trilogy. Books 2 and 3, GIVE UP and
GIVE HIM EVERYTHING are available everywhere now! I’ll make her give in to
my darkest cravings. She wanted an adventure. I needed someone to control.
She was so innocent. So pure that it’d almost be a shame to ruin her. Almost.
She should have stayed away. She should have kept her distance. But now
she’s mine to do with as I please. I destroy beautiful things, and she’s going to
be my masterpiece. Every touch. Every breath. Every moan. Until she can’t
remember her own name. Because she’ll be too busy screaming mine.
Dr. Jack Armitage can't wait to spend the Christmas holidays on a beach sipping
cocktails. But his much-deserved vacation is delayed when an unexpected gift is
left on his doorstep...a little girl! Reformed bad boy Jack is great with kids, but
only when they're his patients. Dr. Sophie Norman is Jack's temporary
replacement, but this single gal didn't expect her new duties to involve being a
stand-in mom! Jack needs all the help that Sophie can give him. While doing their
best to ensure this little girl has a magical Christmas, they find the most magical
gift of all—a family.
These New Orleans Bear Shifters will fight against all odds if that's what it takes!
251,427 words, over 350 Five Star Reviews! The Complete Big Easy Bears
Collection is here! Contains the following novels: Brock: Bad Boy. Billionaire
.Bear Shifter. Brock Tandell is the new Mayor of New Orleans. Most are envious
of what he has and what he's accomplished, but he will defend his Mate and
rebuild his city against all odds, especially when a group of Human Supremacists
come after them! Jules: Jules not only has to deal with being a Bear Shifter, he
has to deal with not being able to control when he Shifts. When he gets upset, his
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loss of control manifests as a ten foot tall, thirteen hundred pound slaughter
machine. He's managed to be careful about it, but just as he thought he had it
figured out, this girl comes along and turns his world upside down. Jane: Jane
just wanted a new start when she made the decision to move from Quebec,
Canada to New Orleans, USA. But no matter how far she ran, she can’t help
looking over her shoulder. Thinking no one would be able to find a young
teenage girl in the kitchens of a care home, Jane started work at the only place
she could find, determined to succeed with her plan. But when one of the larger
residents tumbled and fell, and even though Jane appeared to be an underfed
eighteen year old, she helped the other nurses carrying him back to bed with a
hidden strength. The secret of her strengthen something she kept from Bryce for
almost five years. Remy: The last thing Remy was expecting was a last minute
Council conference that will call all Clan Chiefs from North America, and even
Canada, to come together to discuss many issues for werebears. With only a
week to prepare, Remy is nervous about leaving behind his clan, but knows that
these meetings are very rare and it will only be for a week. So knowing a few
days away from New Orleans won’t hurt, he heads to Montana to see what the
Council will be discussing in relation to the recent attacks by The Human Order.
Phillipe: A few more months. That’s all Phillipe needs in order to save enough
money and get out of town, start over in Montana with his best friend. But what
Phillipe didn’t plan on was falling in love with his best friend’s younger sister.
The more Phillipe gets closer to Brigid, the more complex his life becomes. And
his life is already very complex. USA Today Bestselling Author Becca Fanning
brings you a Shifter Romance novel box set packed full of action, intrigue and
steam! Fated Mates have never been so right and wrong for each other!
KEYWORDS: free shifter romance books, free pnr, free romance ebook, free
shifter romance series, wolf shifter, bad boy, bbw, fated mates, paranormal
romance with sex, curvy, gothic romance, new adult, clan, pack, series, fantasy,
steamy romance, paranormal romance books for adults, reformed rake,
contemporary romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter romance
series, instalove, ott, over the top, shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy,
alpha male, werewolf, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic suspense, womens
fiction, action adventure, military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry,
enemies to friends, secret baby, pregnancy romance, supernatural, legend, folk
tale, second chances, freebie, free ebook, free novel, free novella, alpha male,
female protagonist, stories, story, college, hero, complete series, box, box set,
boxed set, bundle, anthology, sexy, sensual, seduction, contemporary, current,
new 2019, best of, breeding, mating
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